
Crack the Code to the Watercolor Wisconsin 2020 Scavenger Hunt!

Explore the artwork to find the clues. Follow the instructions, and see if you can find the correct letters for 

each clue. Write them down in the spaces below, and unscramble them to discover the secret art phrase!

2. This piece by Sandra Willard, is a one-of-a-kind artist book. What

is the first letter of the text written under the bird image?

Write here: ____

1. This painting, by artist Regina Baker, uses
pattern and texture to convey a specific
mood. Take the last letter of the first word
in the title and write it here: ____

4. Christine B. Miller utilizes a multitude of materials in this
watercolor piece. What is the last letter of the first word in the title?
Write here: ____

3. This piece is entitled The Grapplers.
Search for the artist’s name. What is the
third letter in their last name?
Write here: ____



5. This painting looks real, but the artist used a style called 
trompe l’oeil which is meant to trick the eye. What is the first 
letter of the artist’s first name? Write here: ____

6. Artist Harold Hansen uses symmetry to present 
architecture in this scene. What is the second to 
last letter in the title? Write here: ___

7. Sandra Willard created this artist book using watercolor, ink, 
and found objects. What is the second to last letter in the artist’s 

last name? Write here: ___

8. This painting was made with a specific kind of water 
based material. What is the first letter of the medium? 
Write here: ___

Match the number from the questions above with the found letter and write them down here: 

___     ____            ____     ____    ____     ____             ____    ____    ____   

      4          1                  5           6           3           1                    2           7            8       

Did you crack the code? 




